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RESET AND REFRESH IN 2021  
The London Visual Arts Guild is settling in and it is time to 
reset and refresh our goals.  London is a community of 
multitalented artists representing both the visual arts as well 
as the performing arts.  Relocating to the London Arts Center 
has opened a variety of possibilities.  We have always 
included musical performances when hosting a fund raiser or 
celebrating a holiday event, but now we have more than 
doubled the space to feature our local performing artists. 
 
In 2020 we applied for the Della Seltzer grant and received 
funds to assist in the purchase of a portable stage.  With our 
beautiful first street lawn, there is hope for outdoor summer 
performances.  Rather, it is theater, instrumental, poetry or 
dance, a basket of snacks, a lawn and willing performers will 
go a long way toward an afternoon of entertainment.  
 
We are starting our grant research season and it’s time to 
think about the missing pieces for this project.  Stage 
performances require the use of (rent or own) sound 
equipment or lighting.  Many communities advertise their 
performance season with “Bring your own seating” but good 
sound is a must.  If you have been active in staging a 
performance, I would love your help in writing our 2021 
grant.  I am excited about the potential of sitting outside on a 
warm summer night enjoying   the local musicians and poets.  
I am ready for a silly skit or a troop of local dancers tapping 
across a stage.  I hope to find like-minded folks out there 
interested in formulating a grant to help put to help put this 
playful package together.  If you are interested in working on 
this project, please call or text Liz Lassel at (614-769-3986. 
 
Another London project taking shape is the “Community 
Mural Project” that will include 17 individual murals depicting 
our county history.  These will be part of the MATCO 
industries property and will be viewed along the bike trail at 

Maple and Center Streets.  The project needs the support of 
interested artists, community partnerships and donations.   
This is sounding like another grant writing opportunity. 
 
Covid19 has kept us all isolated for the last 12 months.  If you 
are interested in working on any of these projects, please call 
or text me.  There is always plenty to do that can be socially 
distanced by being discussed online, on the phone or across a 
room at the new London Arts Center. 

____________________   
WE’RE WORKING HARD TO OPEN   

The board of directors has decided it is in the best 
interest of Exhibiting artists to cancel the substitute 
Members show “BITS & PIECES” scheduled for April thru 
May 2, 2021.  Reason being that although we have our 
temporary occupancy for the Arts Center we still have 
the large multipurpose room called the “Rea Room to 
complete for full occupancy.  With a large abundance of 
dust and clutter we do not want it to filter into the 
gallery or other rooms which would damage artwork.   
Please be patient with us.  It has been a long struggle 
getting things done because of Covid and some other 
issues.  We know when we fully open the doors you will 
be very proud of our accomplishments.  Thank you.   
If you need further information contact Sandy at 937-
207-7400.    Some photos of our progress. 
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LONDON ARTS CENTER   

The London Arts Center is a building leased from the City 
of London for the purpose of providing art, in many 
forms, to Madison County and the surrounding area.  The 
work done to the building took money and an extreme 
amount of work as well as a large amount of material that 
was purchased with the donations and grants received by 
LVAG. 
 
The work was done in trying times which strained both the 
physical labor and the monetary aspect of the project.  I 
just need to say that if it had not been for the love of art 
and the artists this old vo-ag building would still be an old 
vo-ag building instead of a loved and lovely venue for art 
expression and display of art.  Thanks to all.  Editor Jim D 

__________   
Now let us continue with the story of Angel. 

 
May slowly transformed into June as the work 

progressed at an acceptable speed.  I constructed an 
enclosure for the pickup and even had room for a couple 
cords of wood.  I checked the cabin roof and found it was 
probably sufficient for another ten years.  Gravel would be 
delivered and spread.  The area had been spruced up and 
the trash was burned.   

As June was wanning, I began to use the porch 
more often.  The settee held me, the table held my food, 
both being used to a maximum on hot days.  I created a 
habit that summer.  I would be working on my notes for 
work or my book and would come to the proverbial 
impasse or maybe get a little drowsy and lay on the settee 
to rest my eyes, as my dad used to say.  I would find myself 
waking an hour or so later, refreshed and sometimes with a 
solution I had not considered.   
 July that year brought hot air to the valley and 
some of the higher altitudes. I felt it at the cabin that 
summer, but if the windows were left open it would be 
cool the next morning.  The dog was now eating a few feet 
from the porch and on a regular basis.  The person who 
delivered the gravel saw it run from the porch.   
 The driver finished tailgating the stone and came 
to the cabin for the check.  “You know, you have a wolf 
hanging around here and it’s a little strange because it’s all 
white.  It was laying on that couch by the door and ran as I 
came up the driveway.”   
 “That’s not a wolf.  It’s a white German Shepherd.  
I had one when I was growing up.  He was hanging around 
the tree line when I moved in and I finally coaxed him up 
to the house over the last few weeks.” 

 “Well, be careful anyway.  That thing is a wolf.”  
He then jumped into the truck and headed back toward 
town.  I pondered the statement for a minute and then 
disregarded it for he looked too much like Silver to be a 
wolf.   
 The projects were completed, and it was a good 
thing, for August was hot.  It was so hot I went to town 
and bought a small kiddie pool for the dogs water.  The 
bowl was so small I had to refill it a few times a day. 
 The pool worked well as a water bowl until one 
day I heard splashing around the corner.  I was hesitant to 
leave my work and peek for there had been reports of two 
bears in the area, but I peeked anyway and there he was 
splashing in the pool that was for his drinking water. 
 The peek that day was a revelation for me for I 
had only seen him from a distance.  My white dog was 
bigger than I anticipated.  The muzzle was longer than 
Silvers and the haunches and shoulder muscles were quite 
compact.  I also had another surprise.  He was a she.  Was 
that truck driver right?  I had a decision to make and soon. 
 As August reached the hump point everything was 
satisfactory.  Work was smooth, the major reconstruction 
work was finished, and I decided to try and make the dog a 
dog. 
 I had trained Silver, but she was a pup.  This one 
was an adult, but I wanted to train her to stay on the 
property as I had done Silver.  She was staying around the 
cabin, eating and drinking from a bowl and no longer 
running when I came toward her.  If I could teach her 
boundaries as I had Silver I would be satisfied. 
 I was hesitant about putting a rope around her 
neck if she was a wolf, but she did not resist.  It seemed 
that she wanted to be with me and was anxious to please.  
I created an imaginary line around the perimeter of our 
cabin and traversed it multiple times pulling her back and 
saying no when she attempted to cross it, until I was 
certain she understood what I wanted from her. 
 She was a friendly animal and seemed to like my 
company.  She was also a fast learner, even faster than 
Silver.  I decided to keep her as a friend for I was alone at 
the time and needed a good companion even if it might be 
a wolf. 
 I attempted to teach her a few additional 
commands using hamburger as a treat but decided hot 
dogs would be much more economical.  My main objective 
was to keep her on the property.  That worked out well.   
 We had a few frosts in the fall and I considered 
winter on its way.  I had two cords of wood delivered and 
had stacked it by the pickup in the makeshift garage.  The 
pile had decided to make like Niagara Falls and I was 
trying to create a much sturdier pile.  I heard the dog 
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walking around the pool as I finished restacking the wood.  
Since it was chilly at night I decided to take a few armloads 
of wood into the cabin.   
 As I turned to head to the cabin with my wood I 
realized what had caused the rustling in the few leaves we 
had.  It was not the dog.  It was a bear and not just any 
bear.  This bear was not only the first bear I had ever seen 
in person, but it was also the biggest bear and the meanest 
looking bear I had ever come across in my entire life, 
movies or otherwise, and it was between me and the 
porch.  I was standing there with an armload of split wood 
and nowhere to go.  I couldn’t even get to the back of the 
truck.  I was afraid to move a muscle.  I was stuck. 
 
For the conclusion of Angel check the April LVAG newsletter 

__________   
 
WRITERS & ILLUSTRATORS GROUP  

 
We had our first gathering of the LVAG Writers and 
Illustrators Group in the new location on Friday March 19, 
2021.  We had a great turn out!  Thanks to Sandy Fox, 
Lynn Daily, Barry Yeoman, Bob Rea, JoAnn Salyers, Kim 
Reeder, and A new visitor, Will Dennehy.  Several people 
shared recent work.  JoAnn and Barry both brought a 
favorite book to share with us.  We had snacks and chatted 
about life, work, purpose, art, reading, and of course, 
writing.  It was a lovely, relaxing evening with friends, and 
I am looking forward to the next time we meet on April 
16th!  Thank you everyone. 
     Lori Powell 

__________   

SNOW DROPS 
You know spring is on the way when you see these little 
guys peek up out of the snow, as they did about ten days 
ago.  The cold and snow does not keep them underground 
if they are ready to predict our warmer weather.  

 
They are the precursor to the crocus, daffodil and hyacinth 
which are already showing their green foliage in the yard. 
 
So, for those of you who have been waiting with batted 
breath, just relax and enjoy all those colors when they pop 
up in the next few weeks.  

__________   
 

  
Keep in touch with the LVAG contact areas for, as you 
know, things change these days.  We will be back in full 
swing soon and you don’t want to miss anything that may 
be of interest to you.  And remember, if you have anything 
for the newsletter or questions contact Jim Donohoe at 
donohoejames7@gmail.com.  If there are any questions 
concerning London Visual Arts Guild contact Sandy Fox 
at 937-207-7400. 

__________   
The London Visual Arts Guild newsletter is the sole property of the 
London Visual Arts Guild which is a (501) C3 organization located at 
121 E. First St. in London, Ohio and owns the copyright © to all 
material in the publication.  The material in the LVAG newsletter may 
be used in any publication once permission had been obtained from 
London Visual Arts Guild. 
 
“Whether you succeed or not is irrelevant.  Making your 
unknown known is the important thing.”        Georgia OKeeffe 
 
“Learn the rules like a pro so you can break them like an artist.” 
     Pablo Picasso 


